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Abstract
Existing logo detection benchmarks consider artificial deployment scenarios by as-
suming that large training data with fine-grained bounding box annotations for each
class are available for model training. Such assumptions are often invalid in realis-
tic logo detection scenarios where new logo classes come progressively and require to
be detected with little or none budget for exhaustively labelling fine-grained training
data for every new class. Existing benchmarks are thus unable to evaluate the true
performance of a logo detection method in realistic and open deployments. In this
work, we introduce a more realistic and challenging logo detection setting, called Open
Logo Detection. Specifically, this new setting assumes fine-grained labelling only on
a small proportion of logo classes whilst the remaining classes have no labelled train-
ing data to simulate the open deployment. We further create an open logo detection
benchmark, called QMUL-OpenLogo, to promote the investigation of this new chal-
lenge. QMUL-OpenLogo contains 27,083 images from 352 logo classes, built by ag-
gregating/refining 7 existing datasets and establishing an open logo detection evalua-
tion protocol. To address this challenge, we propose a Context Adversarial Learning
(CAL) approach to synthesising training data with coherent logo instance appearance
against diverse background context for enabling more effective optimisation of contem-
porary deep learning detection models. Experiments show the performance advantage
of CAL over existing state-of-the-art alternative methods on the more realistic and chal-
lenging open logo benchmark. The QMUL-OpenLogo benchmark is publicly available
at https://qmul-openlogo.github.io/.
1 Introduction
Logo detection in unconstrained scene images is crucial for a variety of real-world vision
applications, such as brand trend prediction for commercial research and vehicle logo recog-
nition for intelligent transportation [24, 32, 33]. It is inherently a challenging task due to
the presence of varying sized logo instances in arbitrary scenes with uncontrolled illumina-
tion, multi-resolution, occlusion and background clutter (Fig. 1 (c)). Existing logo detection
methods typically consider a small number of logo classes with the need for large sized train-
ing data annotated with object bounding boxes [2, 14, 15, 19, 20, 24, 31, 32, 33]. Whilst
this controlled setting allows for a straightforward adoption of the state-of-the-art general
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object detection models [6, 28, 30], it is unscalable to dynamic real-world logo detection ap-
plications where more new logo classes become of interest during model deployment, with
the availability of only their clean design images (Fig. 1(a)). To satisfy such incremen-
tal demands, prior methods are significantly limited by the extremely high cost needed for
labelling a large set of per-class training logo images [34]. Whilst this requirement is sig-
nificant for practical deployments, it is ignored in existing logo detection benchmarks which
consider only the unscalable fully supervised learning evaluations.
This work considers the realistic and challenging open-ended logo detection challenge.
To that end, we introduce a new Open Logo Detection problem, where we have limited
fine-grained object bounding box annotation in real scene images for only a small propor-
tion of logo classes (supervised) with the remaining classes (the majority) totally unlabelled
(unsupervised). As logo is a visual symbol, we have the clean logo designs for all target
classes (Fig. 1(a)). The objective is to establish a logo detection model for all logo classes
by exploiting the small labelled training set and logo design images in a scalable manner.
One approach to open logo detection is by jointly learning logo detection and classifica-
tion as YOLO9000 [28] so that the model can learn to detect logo objects from the labelled
training images while learn to classify all logo design images. This method relies on robust
object detection generalisation learned from labelled classes to unlabelled classes, and rich
appearance diversity of object instances. Both assumption are invalid in our setting. Another
alternative approach is synthesising training data [37] which overlays logo designs with ge-
ometry/illumination variations into context images at random scales and locations. But, it
introduces appearance inconsistency between logo instances and scene context (Fig. 3(a)),
which may impede the model generalisation.
In this work, we address the open logo detection challenge by presenting a Context Ad-
versarial Learning (CAL) approach to automatically generate context consistent synthetic
training data. Specifically, the CAL takes as input artificial images with superimposed logo
designs [37], and outputs corresponding images with context consistent logo instances. This
is a pixel prediction process, which we formulate as an image-to-image translation problem
in the Generative Adversarial Network framework [8].
Our contributions are: (1) We scale up logo detection to dynamic real-world applica-
tions without fine-grained labelled training data for newly coming logo classes and present
a novel Open Logo Detection setting. This differs significantly from existing fully super-
vised logo detection problems with the exhaustive need for object instance box labelling for
all classes and hence having poor deployment scalability in reality. To our knowledge, this
is the first attempt of investigating such a scalable logo detection scenario in the literature.
(2) We introduce a new QMUL-OpenLogo benchmark for providing a standard test of open
logo detection and facilitating a like-for-like comparative evaluation in the future studies.
QMUL-OpenLogo is created based on 7 publicly available logo detection datasets through
a careful logo classes merging and filtering process along with a benchmarking evaluation
protocol. (3) We propose a Context Adversarial Learning (CAL) approach to synthesising
context coherent training data for enabling effective learning of state-of-the-art object de-
tection models in order to tackle the open logo detection challenge in a scalable manner.
Importantly, CAL requires no exhaustive human labelling therefore generally applicable to
any unsupervised logo classes. Experiments show the performance advantage of CAL for
open logo detection on the QMUL-OpenLogo benchmark in comparison to state-of-the-art
approaches YOLO9000 [28] and Synthetic Context Logo (SCL) [37] in contemporary object
detection frameworks.
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2 Related Works
Logo Detection Traditional methods for logo detection rely on hand-crafted features and
sliding window based localisation [2, 15, 19, 31, 32]. Recently, deep learning methods [11,
12, 20, 36, 37] have been proposed which use generic object detection models [6, 7, 28, 30].
However, these methods are not scalable to realistic large deployments due to the need for:
(1) Accurately labelled training data per logo class; (2) Strong object-level bounding box
annotations. One exception is [36, 38] where noisy web logo images are exploited without
manual labelling of object instance boxes. This method exploits a huge quantity of data to
mine sufficient correct logo images, and is restricted for non-popular and new brand logos
which may lack web data. Moreover, all the above-mentioned methods assume the avail-
ability of real training images for ensuring model generalisation. This further reduces their
scalability and usability in real-world scenarios when many logo classes have no training
images from real scenes such as those newly introduced logos. In this work, we investigate
this under-studied Open Logo Detection setting, where the majority of logo classes have no
training data.
Synthetic Data There are previous attempts to exploit synthetic data for training deep CNN
models. Peng et al. [26] used 3D CAD object models to generate 2D images by varying the
projections and orientations to augment the training data in few-shot learning scenarios. This
method is based on the R-CNN model [7] with the proposal generation component indepen-
dent from fine-tuning the classifier, making the correlation between objects and background
context suboptimal. The work of [40] used synthetic data rendered from 3D models against
varying background to enhance the training images of a pose model. Su et al. [37] similarly
generated synthetic images by overlaying logo instances with appearance changes on random
background images. Rather than randomly placing exemplar objects [26, 37, 40], Georgakis
et al. [5] performed object-scene compositing based on accurate scene segmentation, sim-
ilar as [10] for text localisation. These existing works mostly aim to generate images with
varying object appearance. In contrast, we consider the consistency between objects and the
surrounding context for generating appearance coherent synthetic images. Conceptually, our
method is complementary to the aforementioned approaches when applied concurrently.
3 QMUL-OpenLogo: Open Logo Detection Benchmark
For enabling open logo detection performance test, we need to establish a corresponding
benchmark which the literature lacks. To that end, it is necessary to collect a large number of
logo classes for simulating the real-world deployments at scales. Given the tedious process
of logo class selection, image data collection and filtering, as well as fine-grained bounding
box annotation [39], we propose to re-exploit the existing logo detection datasets.
Source data selection To maximise the context richness of logo images, we assemble 7 ex-
isting publicly accessible logo detection datasets (Table 1) sourced from diverse domains to
establish the QMUL-OpenLogo evaluation benchmark. All these datasets together present
significant logo variations and therefore represent the truthful logo detection challenge as en-
countered in real-world unconstrained deployments. We only used the test data of WebLogo-
2M [36] since its training data are noisy without labelled object bounding boxes which are
required for model performance evaluation.
Logo annotation and class refinement We need to make logo class definition consistent
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Table 1: Statistics of logo detection datasets used for constructing the QMUL-OpenLogo
benchmark. Scale is the ratio of the logo instance area to the whole image area.
Dataset Logos Images min∼max (mean) Instances / Class min∼max (mean) Scale (%)
FlickrLogos-27 [15] 27 810 35∼213 (80.52) 0.0160∼100.0 (19.56)
FlickrLogos-32 [33] 32 2,240 73∼204 (106.38) 0.0200∼99.09 (9.16)
Logo32plus [1] 32 7,830 132∼576 (338.06) 0.0190∼100.0 (4.51)
BelgaLogos [14] 37 1,321 2∼223 (57.08) 0.0230∼69.04 (0.91)
WebLogo-2M(Test) [36] 194 4,318 18∼204 (40.63) 0.0180∼99.67 (7.69)
Logo-In-The-Wild [41] 1196 9,393 1∼1080 (23.49) 0.0007∼95.91 (1.80)
SportsLogo [20] 20 1,978 108∼292 (152.25) 0.0100∼99.41 (9.89)
QMUL-OpenLogo 352 27,083 10∼1,902 (88.25) 0.0014∼100.0 (6.09)
Table 2: Train/val/test data split in the QMUL-OpenLogo benchmark.
Type Classes Train Img Val Img Test Img Logo Design Img
Supervised 32 1,280 1,019 9,168 32 (1 per class)
Unsupervised 320 0 1,562 14,054 320 (1 per class)
Total 352 1,280 2,581 23,222 352 (1 per class)
in QMUL-OpenLogo provided that different definitions exist across datasets. In particular,
Logo-In-The-Wild (LITW) treats different logo variations of the same brand as distinct
logo classes. For example, Adidas trefoil/text are treated as two different classes in LITW
but as one class in all other datasets. We adopted the latter more common criterion by merg-
ing all fine-grained same-brand logo classes from LITW. We combined all logo image data
of the same logo class from all selected datasets. We also cleaned up erroneous annotations
by removing those with the size of bounding box exceeds the whole image size and/or obvi-
ously wrong box coordinates (e.g. xmin > xmax). To ensure that each logo class has sufficient
test data, we further removed those extremely small classes with less than 10 images. More-
over, we manually verified 1∼3 random images per class and filtered out those classes with
incorrect labels on selected images. These refinements result in a QMUL-OpenLogo dataset
with 27,189 images of 309 logo classes (Table 1).
Train/val/test data partition For model training and evaluation on the QMUL-OpenLogo
dataset as a test benchmark, we standardise the train/val/test sets in the following two steps:
(1) We split all logo classes into two disjoint groups: one is supervised with labelled bound-
ing boxes in real images, and the other is unsupervised, i.e. the open logo detection set-
ting. In particular, we selected all 32 classes in the popular FlickrLogo32 dataset [33] as
supervised ones whilst the remaining 277 classes as unsupervised. (2) For each supervised
class, we assigned the original trainval set (40 images per class) of FlickrLogo32 as the
train data. For open logo detection, no real training images are available for unsupervised
classes. Among the remaining images, we further performed a random 10%/90% split for
the val/test partition on each class. The data split is summarised in Table 2.
Logo design images Similar to [37], we obtained the clean logo design images from the
Google Image Search by querying the corresponding logo class name. These images define
the logo detection tasks, one for each logo class (Fig. 1 (a)).
Benchmark properties The QMUL-OpenLogo benchmark has three characteristics: (1)
Highly imbalanced logo frequency distribution (“Instances/Class” in Table 1); (2) Significant
logo scale variation (“Scale” in Table 1); (3) Rich scene context (Fig. 1(c)). These factors
are essential for creating a benchmark entailing the true performance test of logo detection
algorithms in real-world large scale deployments.
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(b) (c) 
(a) 
Figure 1: Example images of the QMUL-OpenLogo benchmark. (a) Clean logo design
images; (b) Training images; (c) Test images.
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4 Synthesising Images by Context Adversarial Learning
In open logo detection, there are training images Ds only for a small number of supervised
classes Cs, whilst no training data for other unsupervised classes Cu (Table 2). To enable
state-of-the-art detection models [22, 28, 30], we exploit the potential of synthetic train-
ing data. To this end, we propose a Context Adversarial Learning (CAL) approach for
rendering logo instance against scene context and improving the appearance consistency.
4.1 Context Adversarial Learning
The proposed CAL takes as input initial synthetic images with logo objects to generate the
corresponding context consistent synthetic images. These output images serve as additional
training data for enhancing state-of-the-art detection model generalisation on real-world un-
constrained images. CAL is therefore a detection data augmentation strategy with focus on
logo context optimisation. Conceptually, it is totally complementary to other existing data
augmentation methods widely adopted for training classification and detection deep learning
models, e.g. flipping, rotation, random noise, scaling [17, 22, 28, 30]. In this study, we adopt
the SCL [37] to generate the initial synthetic data, i.e. superimpose the logo design images
with spatial and colour transformation into any given natural scene images (Fig. 3(a)).
Model Formulation We consider the CAL as an image-to-image “translation” problem, i.e.
translating one representation x of a logo scene image into another y of the same content at
the pixel level. We particularly focus on rendering the logo objects to be more consistent
with the scene context. Recently, deep neural networks have been verified as strong models
capable of learning to minimise a given objective loss function [9, 18]. A straightforward
solution may be the common convolutional neural networks (CNNs) which can be supervised
to minimise the Euclidean distance between the predicted and ground truth pixel values.
However, such modelling may lead to blurring results provided that the objective loss is
minimised by averaging all plausible outputs [13, 25]. How to generate realistic images, the
core of CAL, remains a generally unsolved problem for CNNs.
Interestingly, this task is exactly the formulation purpose of the recently proposed Gen-
erative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [3, 8, 27, 35] – making the generated images indis-
tinguishable from realistic ones. Unlike the manually designed loss functions in CNNs, a
GAN model automatically learns a loss that tries to classify if an output image is real (e.g.
context consistent) or fake (e.g. context inconsistent), while simultaneously training a gen-
erative model to minimise this loss. Blurry logo images are clearly fake and therefore well
suppressed. Given the dependence on initial synthetic image in our context, we explore the
image-conditioned GAN which learns a conditional generative model [8, 13]. Formally, the
objective value function of a conditional GAN can be written as:
LcGAN(G,D) = Ex,y[logD(x,y)]+Ex,z[log
(
1−D(x,G(x,z)))] (1)
where the generator G tries to minimise this objective value against an adversarial discrimi-
nator D which instead tries to maximise the value. Inspired by the modelling benefits from
combining the GAN objective with pixel distance loss [13, 25], we enhance the conditional
adversarial loss (Eq. (1)) with an L1 loss to further suppress the blurring possibility:
LcGAN(G,D) = Ex,y[logD(x,y)]+Ex,z[log
(
1−D(x,G(x,z)))]+λEx,y,z‖y−G(x,z)‖1 (2)
where λ controls the weight of the L1 pixel matching loss. We empirically set λ = 100 in
our experiments. As such, the generator learning is also tied with the task of being close to
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the ground truth output y in addition to fooling the discriminator, whilst the discriminator
learning remains unchanged. The optimal solution is:
G∗ = arg min
G
max
D
LcGAN(G,D) (3)
The noise z input aims to learn mapping from a distribution (e.g. Gaussian [42]) to the
target domain y. However, this strategy is often ineffective to capture the stochasticity of
conditional distributions with the noise largely neglected [13, 23]. Fortunately, it is not
highly necessary to fully model this distribution mapping in our problem due to the presence
of potentially infinite synthetic images by SCL. More specifically, the variation of y can
be more easily captured by sampling the input synthetic logo images, than modelling the
entropy of the conditional distributions through learning a mapping from one distribution to
another. Without z, the model still learns a mapping from x to y in a deterministic manner.
Network Architecture We adopt the same generator and discriminator architectures as [13].
Specifically, the generator is an encoder-decoder network in a U-Net architecture with the en-
coder being a 8-layer CNN net whilst the decoder with a minor structure. The discriminator
is a 4-layers CNN net. All convolution layers use 4×4 filters with stride 2.
Training Images To train the CAL model, we need a set of training image pairs. For gener-
alising the model to rendering the synthetic images by SCL [37] at test time, we also apply
the SCL to automatically build the training data. Specifically, given any natural image I , we
select a region (either a random rectangle or object foreground) and render it by SCL trans-
formation including image sharpening, median filtering, random colour changes and colour
reduction. This results in a CAL training image pair (I , ISCL) where ISCL is the image with
inconsistent object region. We select two image sources for enhancing context richness: (1)
Non-logo background images from FlickrLogo32 [33] on which we use random rectangle
regions to generate training pairs; and (2) MS COCO images [21] on which we utilise the ob-
ject masks to make training pairs. Importantly, this method requires no additional labelling
in creating training data. A number of examples are given in Fig. 2.
(a) (b) 
Figure 2: Example CAL training pairs generated based on (a) object masks of COCO images
and (b) random regions of non-logo images.
Model Optimisation and Deployment Given the training data, we adopt the standard op-
timisation approach as [13] to train the CAL: we alternate between optimising the dis-
criminator D, and then the generator G in each mini-batch SGD. We train G to minimise
logD(x,G(x,z)) rather than log(1−D(x,G(x,z)) as suggested in [8]. We slow down the
learning of D by applying half gradient. To focus the CAL model on context inconsistent
region, we additionally input the region mask together with ISCL in another channel, leading
to a 4-channels input. Once the CAL is trained, it can be used to perform context rendering
on the SCL synthesised images. Example CAL synthesised images are shown in Fig. 3 (b).
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(b) (a) 
Figure 3: Examples of synthetic logo images by (a) SCL [37] and (b) our CAL.
4.2 Multi-Class Logo Detection Model Training
Given both SCL and CAL synthesised images and real (supervised classes only) images, we
train a pre-selected deep learning detection model [28, 30]. First training on synthetic data
and then fine-tuning on real images may make the detection model biased towards supervised
logo classes whilst significantly hurting the performance on other unsupervised classes, as
we will show in the experiments (Table 4).
5 Experiments
Competitors We compared our CAL approach with two state-of-the-art approaches allow-
ing for open logo detection: (1) SCL [37]: A state-of-the-art method for generating synthetic
detection training data with random logo design transformation and unconstrained back-
ground context. This enables the exploitation of state-of-the-art detection models same as
the CAL. We selected two strong deep learning detectors: Faster R-CNN [30] and YOLOv2
[28]. (2) YOLO9000 [28]: A state-of-the-art deep learning detection model based on the
YOLO architecture [29]. This model is designed particularly to scale up the detector to a
large number of classes without exhaustive object instance box labelling. The key idea is
by jointly learning the model from both bounding box labelled training data of supervised
classes and image level classification training data of all classes using mixture mini-batches.
We adopt the softmax cross-entropy loss for classification rather than the hierarchy aware
loss as used in [28], since there is no semantic hierarchy on logo classes. To improve the
model classification robustness against uncontrolled context, we further performed context
augmentation on logo design images (Fig. 1(a)) using the SCL method [37].
Performance Metric For the performance measure of logo detection, we adopted the stan-
dard Average Precision (AP) for each individual logo class, and the mean Average Precision
(mAP) for all classes [4]. A detection is considered to be correct when the Intersection over
Union (IoU) between the predicted and ground-truth exceeds 50%.
Implementation Details For CAL model optimisation, we adopted the Adam solver [16] at
the learning rate of 0.0002 and momentum parameters β1 = 0.5 and β2 = 0.999. For SCL
[37] and CAL, we generated 100 synthetic images per logo class (in total 35,200).
Comparative Evaluations The comparative results on the QMUL-OpenLogo benchmark
are shown in Table 3. To look into the detailed performance, we further evaluate the per-
formance on unsupervised and supervised logo classes, as well as big (46.7%) and small
(53.3%) logo instances split with a threshold of 0.02 scale ratio. We have these observations:
(1) All methods produce rather poor results (< 14% mAP) on the QMUL-OpenLogo bench-
mark, suggesting that the scalability of current solutions remains unsatisfied in open logo
detection deployments with the need for further investigation. (2) YOLO9000 [28] yields
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Table 3: Evaluation on the QMUL-OpenLogo benchmark. Uns Class: Unsupervised Class;
Sup Class: Supervised Class. Metric: mAP (%). FR-CNN: Faster R-CNN. Abs/Rel Gain:
the absolute/relative performance gain of CAL over SCL. Red: the best results.
Method All Class Uns Class Sup Class Big Logo Small Logo
YOLO9000[28] 4.19 1.98 26.33 6.23 1.15
YOLOv2[28]+SCL[37] 12.10 8.75 45.58 17.66 5.92
YOLOv2[28]+CAL 13.14 9.55 49.17 18.25 6.29
Abs/Rel Gain (%) 1.04/8.60 0.80/9.14 3.59/7.88 0.59/3.34 0.37/6.25
FR-CNN[30]+SCL[37] 12.35 8.51 50.74 16.94 7.87
FR-CNN[30]+CAL 13.13 9.34 51.03 17.68 8.69
Abs/Rel Gain (%) 0.78/6.32 0.83/9.75 0.29/0.57 0.74/4.37 0.82/10.41
the weakest performance among all methods. This suggests that joint learning of object clas-
sification and detection in a single loss formulation is ineffective to solve this challenging
problem, particularly when the classification training data (clean logo design images) are
limited in appearance variations. It is also found that such modelling can negatively affect
the performance on supervised classes with fine-grained labelled training data. (3) With
CAL, YOLOv2 achieves the best logo detection performance. While the absolute gain of
CAL over the state-of-the-art data synthesising method SCL is small, larger relative gains
are achieved using either YOLOv2 or Faster R-CNN. (4) The accuracy on supervised logo
classes is much better than that on unsupervised ones. This indicates the high reliance on
the manually labelled training data for existing state-of-the-art detection models, and the un-
solved challenge of learning from auto-generated synthetic images. (5) Small logos benefit
the largest relative gain from CAL. This is reasonable because, given limited appearance
details of small instances, the external contextual information becomes more important for
achieving accurate localisation and recognition.
To further justify the weak performance of state-of-the-art methods on the new QMUL-
OpenLogo challenge, we evaluated Faster R-CNN+CAL on the most popular benchmark
FlickrLogos-32 [33]. We obtained 74.9% mAP, which closely matches the 73.3% mAP of
[12] similarly using a deep CNN model.
Qualitative Examination Fig 4 shows four test examples by SCL and CAL based on Faster
R-CNN. For big logo instances of “Danone” in clean background, both models succeed.
For moderate “Chiquita” with viewpoint distortion and small “Fiat” with subtle appearance,
the SCL model fails while CAL remains successful. For small “Kellogs” instance against
complex background clutter, both model fail.
Further Analysis In Table 4, we evaluated the performance of Faster R-CNN (1) trained
on the mixture of synthetic and real data, or (2) trained firstly on synthetic data and then
fine-tuned real data. It is evident that the former produces better performance except on
supervised classes. This is as expected since the latter will bias the model towards supervised
logo classes in the fine-tuning stage whilst largely degrading the generalisation capability on
unsupervised classes.
Fully Supervised Learning Evaluation To more extensively evaluate the QMUL-OpenLogo
dataset, we further benchmarked a fully supervised learning setting where each logo class has
real training data. In particular, for every logo class, we made a 60%/10%/30% train/val/test
image split at random. The data statistics are detailed in Table 5. With Faster-RCNN, we
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         Dannone                      Chiquita                              Fiat                          Kellog’s 
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 4: Example detection results by (a) SCL [37] and (b) CAL. Green dash boxes:
ground-truth; Red solid boxes: model detection.
Table 4: Comparing the training methods of detection model (Faster R-CNN) using synthetic
(syn) and real training data on the QMUL-OpenLogo benchmark. Uns Class: Unsupervised
Class; Sup Class: Supervised Class. Metric: mAP (%).
Method All Class Uns Class Sup Class Big Logo Small Logo
syn+real 12.35 8.51 50.74 16.94 7.87
syn→real 6.62 1.54 57.39 8.19 3.77
obtain a mAP performance of 48.3%, much higher than the best corresponding open logo
detection rate 13.3% (Table 3).
Table 5: The data split statistics for the supervised learning setting on QMUL-OpenLogo.
Setting Classes Train Val Test Total
Supervised Learning 352 15,975 2,777 8,331 27,083
6 Conclusion
In this work, we presented a new benchmark called QMUL-OpenLogo for enabling faith-
ful performance test of logo detection algorithms in more realistic and challenging deploy-
ment scenarios. In contrast to existing closed benchmarks, QMUL-OpenLogo considers an
open-end logo detection scenario where most classes are unsupervised – a simulation of
incrementally arriving new logo classes without exhaustively labelled training data at fine-
grained bounding box level during deployment. This benchmark therefore uniquely provides
a more realistic evaluation of algorithms for logo detection in scalable and dynamic deploy-
ment with limited labelling budget. We further introduced a Context Adversarial Learning
(CAL) approach to synthetic training data generation for enabling the learning optimisation
of state-of-the-art supervised object detection model even given unsupervised logo classes.
Empirical evaluations show the performance advantages of our CAL method over the state-
of-the-art alternative detection and synthesising methods on the newly introduced QMUL-
OpenLogo benchmark. We also provided detailed model performance analyses on different
types of test data for giving insights on the specific challenges of the proposed more realistic
open logo detection.
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